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Tips

Time

Resources

Identifying skills and qualities

To help participants recognise the skills 
and qualities that people possess, 
whether they are in employment or 
not.

To give participants the opportunity to 
reflect upon and list their own skills 
and qualities.

1. Begin by pointing out that 
unemployment affects people 
in different ways but a common 
effect is for people to begin to feel 
that they have nothing to offer to 
prospective employers. However, 
this is not true. Every individual 
has skills and qualities to offer, 
regardless of whether they are in a 
job or not.

2. Then point out that these skills 
and qualities can be divided up 
into 4 categories. Show the OHT 
Identifying Skills and Qualities.  Talk 
through each category using the 
explanations opposite if you wish.

3. Check that everyone is clear about 
the different skill areas. Then ask 
the group to work in pairs and 
help each other to complete the 
worksheet My skills and qualities. 
Point out that there are some 
prompts on the worksheet to 
get them thinking, but these are 
not tick lists. Tell them not to be 
modest. You may want to go round 
the group encouraging them to 
write things down, or prompt them 
with examples.

4. Once done get them to feedback/
share their lists or give examples.  
You may want to write their 
suggestions up on a flipchart like 
the one opposite. This sharing can 
help prompt individuals to add to 
their own lists if they hear things 
they had forgotten or not thought of 
already.

5. Finish by pointing out that just 
because they are unemployed 
does not mean they have nothing 
to offer. They all have skills and 
qualities. They may want to go 
away and ask family and friends 
if they can think of anything that 
should be added to their list. They 
may also want to think about 

30 - 40 minutes depending upon the 
number of people in the group.

l	A copy of the OHT Identifying skills  
 and qualities on page 73
l	Copies of the My skills and   
 qualities worksheet on page 74

Participants may be shy or reluctant 
to share their lists so you might want 
to start off by sharing what you would 
put for yourself - to get the ball rolling.
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Transferable skillsLearnt skills

Natural abilitiesPersonal qualities

These are facets of your 
personality; how you or 
other people see you; the 
kind of person you are.

These are things you do 
naturally or have a gift 
or flair for.

These are things that you 
learn to do, throughout your 
life, through things like:
day to day living - changing 
a tap washer, entertaining 
small kids, using a cash 
machine, assembling a flat 
pack wardrobe.
hobbies & interests - cycling, 
sewing, gardening, cooking, 
collecting things.
voluntary work - collecting, 
organising a fund raising 
event, caring for someone, 
helping out a local school.
education - school, reading, 
writing, adult literacy 
classes, college, university, 
evening classes.
training - at college or on 
the job.
work - these will depend 
upon the type of work done 
but can cover things like 
typing, operating machinery, 
bricklaying, waiting on, etc.

These are the skills that 
are learnt in all areas 
of our life which can be 
used in lots of different 
situations like working 
under pressure, driving 
a car or van, being part 
of a team, learning how 
to follow instructions, 
organising other people, 
etc.

Fuller explanations and examples for the 4 categories.  You may 
also want to produce a blank flipchart with these headings to record 
suggestions from the group.

whether there are any skills they 
lack or want to brush up on (such as 
reading, writing, maths, etc.).
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Identifying skills and qualities

Personal qualities
eg enthusiastic 

patient 
friendly

Natural abilities
eg artistic 

good hand skills 
singing

Learnt skills
eg reading 

writing 
painting & decorating 

cooking

Transferable skills
eg communicating 

working as part of a team 
dealing with money
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for example 
enthusiasm

reliable
approachable
understanding

patient
sympathetic

honest
good listener

tolerant
sense of humour

sensitive
creative
friendly
bubbly

outgoing
calm

cope under pressure
negotiator
disciplined
unfazed

Personal qualities

Transferable skillsLearnt skills

Natural abilities

for example
art 

manual dexterity 
selling 
poetry 

organisational 
sports skills

singing

for example
communication

working under pressure
meeting targets

organised 
quality assurance
time management

listening
negotiating

computer literacy
flexibility

interpersonal
report writing
cash handling

driving

for example
reading
writing
typing

operating machinery
painting & decorating

flexible
DIY

survival
team worker

communication
organisational
taking criticism

tactful
time management
equal opportunities

My skills & qualities

O

Worksheet: linked to training plan on page 14


